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Abstract 
Power consumption , latency, and complexity are considered to be benchmark · for corn-
pFiring Medium Accf>. s Control (MAC) protocols in Wireless Sensor Network, (WSN). 
However, the importance of these clement varies according to the appli ation. Furth r-
more the reliability of the system is a more sp cific factor whose importance strongly 
depend on the application. The term reliability represents the abili ty of the system to 
generate authenti at d data and transport this data. In this thesi ', three 1AC protocol · 
are proposed for forest. fire detection . Basically, two of these protocols are bas d on t he 
Carrier Sense Multiple Accc.·s with Colli ion Avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol with some 
modification to suit the forest fire dete tion application. These 1 rotocols are calle I Per-
·i tent CS 1 (P-CSMA) and Per Hop Synchronization CSMA (PH -CSl\ IA). The third 
one is a Time Division Iultiple Acce ·s (TO 1A)-ba ·ed protocol, called Sensor TDJ\IA 
(S-TOMA). These thref\ protocols are inv stigated a.nd analyr,ed by simula tion. Moreover, 
an analytical model is presented for th' reliability analy ·is. Results show t hat there is no 
, nperior protocol which outperforms oth rs in terms of power consumption. delay, relia-
bility and complexity. However, a trad -off docs exist . In term of power con ·umption , 
S-TOMA outperforms other protocol· but it is not the best in terms of d lay, and it has 
the most complex implementation since B complete time synchronir,ation is required over 
the entire cluster while PCSMA and PHS-CSMA do not require time ·ynchronization 
between node.·. PH -CSMA outperforms P-CSMA in terms of power and d lay, but it i 
more complex ince it needs a coordination between nodes toe tablish a temporary tim 
ynchronization at th transmi ·sion tim s. In terms of reliability, all protocols perform 
·imilarly. Howcv 'r, at high node failur rat ·, the presented protocols tlo noL show a great 
data transport reliabi lity performance. Th 'rcfore, route maintenance a lgori thms are pro-
posed to enhan e th reliability performance of t he presented protocols. An l'lnalytical 
motlel i · buil to examine the reliability p rformance of the present d algorit hm. Analyt-
ical results SU J ported by , imulation results show that the target is succ ssfully achieved , 
ii 
wh re a near unity reliability is attained. Extra delay and pow r on umption are t.h . 
price paid for thi · improvement in reliability. 
iii 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Wireless Sensor N etworks (WSN s) 
V.. S · are wirelc ·s network · with a main purpo ·e of monitoring a physi ·al or environmen-
tal condit ion like temperature, humidity, and nuclear radiat ion . Such n tworks contRin 
·patially distributed autonomous d vi s, which are densely distribut d in id or ncar 
that condi t ion . These devices are called :ensor nodes and have two main functions; th 
first. is to collect uaLa from Lllc cnvironml'nt a.l.w ut. tho conuiLion und r urvcillancc. T his 
job is performed by sensing units attached to these devices. T h second function i: to 
send this data to fl. proces ing center to h RnA.Iyzed and manipulated in orcler to extra t 
useful information about t hat condit ion . This job is performed by th ' t ransceiver uni t 
attached to th . sensor nodes. In each sensor node, these two functions are managed and 
coordinated by t he attached processing unit. Th proces ing capabiliti s of thi · unit ar 
usually limited due to the small size of sensor nodes and their limited pow r reconrses. 
How ver, ba ed on the application, othN units might be n0eded RS well like a locRtion 
finding system , power generator, and mobilizer [1]. 
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1.2 Design challenges of WSNs 
The design of WSNs is a challenging mission, since WS Is have , pecial restrictions and 
demands that n d to be taken into account during the design proc , ·s. Thcs restrictions 
make W N diffPr nt from any other wirelE\ , network . The following are th main points 
of these ciemands: 
• Low-power con ·umption: being a rnicrocl t ronic device, a sensor node can not b' 
equipped with a large power source. Commonly, small size batteries are used . For 
example, Mica2 [2], which is one of the popular sensor nod mod L · by Crossbow 
brand , uses two AA alkaline batteries as a power supply. sing a sustainable power 
re ·ource like a solar cell i not suitabl for applications with a large number of sen. or 
nodes, like fore t fire detection, due to the high cost. Be ides that. s ' nsor node · in 
most applications are hard to be ac e eel for maintenance purpos . Therefor , a 
sensor node's lifetime strongly depends on how long its power supply lasts. 
• Scalability: This term represents the ability of a system to manage a large number 
of node. . n application may requir the use of a huge number of. c>n or node thus 
the used algorithms must be abl to manage such a large numb 'r of ·cnsor nodes. 
• Cost: because of the large number of sensor nodes and the high probabi li ty of sensor 
node fai lur (due to power depletion or environmental stre ·s), minimizing the cost 
as much as possible is needed to justify the minimum overall cost of the network. 
• Small size of sensor nodes: thi attitude of manufacturing is adopted in WS 1s for 
eru;y deploym nt and installation especially for the applications which has a harsh 
environm nt to be accessed. Moreover, for minimizing cost and power consumption , 
a smaller ·ize device is pr fcrred. 
• Fault tolerance: failure of sensor nodes i · fr quently caus •d by t he euvironrnental 
stre . and pow r d pletion. Hence, the . ensor network has to be able to keep 
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serving the generated traffic even if som of nodes are down. This require frequent 
rrronfigura.tion of the network routing. 
• Traffic balance: t he traffic distribution strongly influences the life time of the sensor 
networks sin unfair power consumption could lead some nocle to fail due to power 
depletion befor others. For example, since generated packets are delivered to data. 
sink using multi-hop transmission the nodes, which are closer to the rlata sink, relay 
more packets than those which arc far from the data sink. Therefore, tho clos ones 
are expe ted to consume mor power and fail before the far ones. 
1.3 Sensor networks architecture and general opera-
tion 
In most WSNs, sensor nodes lie on the ground. Therefore, the wireless signals sent from 
sensor nodes suffer a high path loss [3], [4], and the signals' pow r drop off quickly 
with high expon nts along with the distan e (i.e., Power a d- n) , where d and n are the 
eli tance and the path lo s exponent respectiv ly, while 2 ~ n ~ 4 [1]. Du to this fact, 
multi-hop transmission strategy is adopted in WS . This is b cause :-:; ~nding a message 
from a source node to a destination norle dir ctly over a long distance consumes much 
more power than -ending the same m s ·age with multi-hop relaying u. ·ing intermediAte 
nodes. Therefore nodes must organize thems lves to construct a multi-hop network. 
In a ll WS s tlata i forwarded to an aggregation point call d a data sink which 
forwards this data to t he proces ·ing c nter. This center is th final d stination, wher~ 
this data. is analyzed and manipulatecl. The idea behind the use of a sink node, which has 
unlimited power recourses, is that s nsor Hod s might be far away from the processing 
center. Thus, norles will consume a huge amount of power to senrl the data clirectly to 
the far processing enter. 
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Architecturally the network topology can be either flat or clustered. ln Lhc Oat topol-
ogy, nodes. end their traffic directly to t he data ink using multi-hop transmis ion without 
considering any intermediate aggregation points, and the data , ink is t h only aggregatt. 
point in the network. In the clustered top logy, nodes are divided into groups of neigh-
bors. Each group is called clu::;ter and hru:; oue aggregate node which is ailed the cluster· 
head (CH), who e re ponsibility is to collect data from the node in the cluster and for-
ward it to the sink [5], [6]. Member nodes in a cluster can not communicate with auy 
other nod s out of that cluster . The main advantage of the cluster d to[ ology is that 
it supports a higher ca.lability to the network [7], [8]. Higher scalabili ty is achiev d 
because the CH does not relay all the aggregated packets to the da ta sink. In tead, a 
representative pack t of the cluster i generated and ent to t he data sink. This minimizes 
latency in t he uctwork and minimizes power con::;umption as well. Henc ', t he u •twork can 
a commodate a larg .r number of nodes. Figure 1.1 shows the topology of the cl llstered 
WSN. 
• Sensor Node 
Cluster I lead 
Figure 1.1: Clustered WSN topology. 
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1.4 WSN s in Forest Fire Detection 
Forest fires arc ron. idcred to he a serious natural disa. ter , whrre in som cases thPy cause 
a huge thr at to p ublic safety and natural resources. For exampl , McGillivry [9] was 
one of the di, a, trou. forest fi res. lt was igni ted by light ning on August 15, 2003. and 
it wa. it uat d in north Kamloop BC, Canada. T he wind , who e spe cl was 50 -70 
krn/ h at that time, caused the fire to spread and to become out of cont rol. The fire 
lasted for approximately 14 days. the l\Ic-Gillivry fire' record reports that 11 ,400 hectar 
were burned, and the total cost was estimated to be $ 25.7 million! Considering th 
dangerous natur of wildfires and their damagf' , significant at tention has h en hrought 
to forest fire detc ' Lion by rcsea.rchen;. Thu~:> far , fire detection sy tems have r li d on 
satellite imaging. The Ioderate R ·olution Imaging pectroradiometer ( IODIS) [10], 
which is the first moderate-resolut ion imaging instrument, was launched in outer space in 
December 1999. MODIS detector meru:;ures 36 spectral bands betw ~en 0.405 and 14.3 5 
11m , and it acquires data at three spectral resolutions: 250 m, 500 m, and 1000 m. The 
JODIS tak ne to two days to vi w the cntir earth ·s surfac . Gcnrrally, ·uch systems 
take a J on~ time to detect a fire orcurrcncr; t hi. delay t imr mainly d ~pend · on !tow often 
images ar e taken to the fore t by thr . atclli te (i.P., imaging rate) Rnd thr proc . ing time 
of t he images taken. Truly time delay is the main drawback of satell ite imagillg sine' 
rarlirr forr. t fi re detection means earlier intervention or response. Therefore, t ime is a. 
critical factor in fire fighting. 
A fi re detection sy tcm bas don WS . which can provide a real t im ' monitoring i 
more effi cient t han a atellite imaging. y tern in term. of delay report ing time. Moreover, 
V. S -based systems are able to predict a potent ial fi re occurrenc based on currently 
sensed weather param ters [11]. 
A ' 1\TS -bas d fore~:>t fire detection syst m consists of a large numb r of s nsor nodes, 
which are deployed in the forest to be monitored . Mainly, these nod s a r s attered in a 
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random fashion covering the ent ire forest area.. One of the possible deployment method 
is through airplan dropping. Each sen or node is equipped with a sensing unit whi h 
consists of one or more transducers to sense some of the weather paramet rs. For exampl , 
based on Lhe fire weather index (FWI) sysL m [11], which is one of the most omprchcn ·ive 
fon•st. fire dangrr rating systems, temprmtm e, humidity. wine! sp ed. and rain level a r . 
measurecl to calculate fi re occurrence probabili ty. Thrrefore, many transduc rs have to b 
attached to each sensor node. T he followiug are some related issues to t his a.pplication: 
• Limi ted pow 'r: most WSN 'tpplica.tions share this restriction , but this applica-
tion reqnires extra. attent ion on power saving since sensor node. a re not reachable. 
Th rcfore, one t he node's power is d plct ed, t he node fails. This fa t implie that 
generally in forest fire detection application , a sensor node'::; lifetime strongly de-
pend of it. bat teries' lifetime. Minimi11ing the consum d power by sensor node 
can significantly extend t he network 's lifet ime. 
• Wireless channel: most of the WSN applications, in which . ensor noel s are laid 
on the A or , have a challenging wireless hanncl. Forest fire dct ction application 
implie. a.n even harsher wirele s channel ince the forest nvironment is full of t r e. , 
which havP rongh . urfaces. T hus, signal are expected to experience high scattering, 
whi ·h weakens tho signals and rmmlts in a low signal to noise ratio. 
• Localization: localization is a concern from which many operat ions can gain bene-
fits . For example, many rout ing protocols , which arc called location a.warc routing 
p rotocols , are ba.sed on the geographica.l loca.tions of termina.ls like T wo-Tier Data. 
Dissemination (TTDD) [12] . However, in t he forest fired te t.ion appli ation, lo-
calization is an essential featur because it is crucial to localize the node which has 
reported a. fire ocrniT<'nC<' . Using a. Globa.l Positioning. y. t.0m (C PS) is applica.ble 
but co tly. Another approach is to perform localization algorithms. T hese algo-
rithms implement reference nodes as a. ba kbone. Ref renee nodes are sensor nocles 
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with known locations found by either equipped GPS systems or prc-d termined lo-
cation deploym nt [13]. In this approach , other sensor nodes estimate th ir locations 
with respect to the reference nodes. After estimating its location , a nod hecom s 
a referen nod and helps other node· to estimate their positions. 
• Data reliability: this aspect is a very important one in forest fire detection ap-
p lication which recJitires high data relia bility because any fire mi -reporting could 
result in a natural disaster. Moreover, s usor nodes have a high fa.i lur probability 
for this a pplication due to t he harsh environment. However, two levels to guaran-
tee reliable data hould be considered for this application ; data sensing reliability. 
which measur s the accuracy of s 'nsed data, and data tmnspor·t r· liab'ility, which 
measur s th tran."portation reliability of the generated data. Data en, ing reliabil-
ity ca.n b' enhanced by using accurate physical t ransducers (thermometer. humidity 
meter ... tc .), implementing data aggregation, or by increasing the n11mber of nodes 
that monitor the same area[14]. Different communication layers can cooperate to 
improve Data transport reliability. For example, in the d ata link layer. link level 
retransmi ion can be used , while mu lti-path routing can be implement d in the 
network layer. Later in t his t hesis, reliabili ty is discussed in greater det·ti l. 
• Delay: for this application, packet d lay t im is not as critical flS th other aspects. 
This assumption is built on the fact t hat th environmental obs .rvation which ar 
monitored (such as temperatur and humidity) are originally slow pos."ess . 
lit [14], the authors present a design of W N- based forest fire detection system using t he 
FWI system. The ma in focus in that work is k-roverage problem, wh ich is to calculate 
the number of nodes to cover t he same point to guarantee a certain level of dat a. reliabi l-
ity. In [15], t he authors present environmental results about the valne and gradients of 
weather condit ion· like temperature and humidity during a fire reporting. The presented 
r sults are colle ted from the field during a pres ribed test burns. In [16], the anthors 
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present. a specia l hardware circuitry design for forest fi re detection ba d on CC2430 chips. 
1.5 Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols for WSN 
A. indicated earlier , power consumpt ion is one of the primary obj ctives in WS s design. 
Therefore, the MAC protocols for other wireless network ·, which do not consider t he 
power consumption as a fin;t priority like cellular and bluethooth networks, could not 
be used by WSNs. Moreover, WS s adopt mult i-hop tran mission rath r than dire t 
transmission, which is used in other wireless network,· like cellular n tworks. Because 
of t hesr clifferencrs, W SN, have their own MAC protocols to fu lfi ll their demands, such 
as considering minima l power consumpt ion as a first priori ty [1]. In [17] the authors 
emphasize the mRin ources of power wa tage in the IEEE 02.11 standard as if it is 
a.pplied in WSNs 11 ]. These sources ar<' irlcnt ifi ccl as follows: 
• Collision : the collide packets are requirecl to be ret ransmitted which consumes ext ra 
power . 
• OverheH ring: when a node receives a pa ·kct which is not destin I to it , the packet 
is cliscardecl . Thu, , extra power is consumc>d. 
• Overhcad:IEEE 802.11 uses control pack t like Request To Send (TITS) , Clear To 
Send ( 'TS) aud Acknowledgment (Ack). These control packets consume ext ra 
energy as well. 
• Idle listening: IE EE 802.11 standard requires that t he nod , which i , not engaged in 
a ny t ransmission or reception, k ep listening to t he channel waiting for a possible 
transmi.'sion . This idle listening consum s extra power. 
Bru;ed on the IEEE 802.11 standard and its power wastage sources, t he authon; in t he 
same work [17]. proposed a contention-brued MA protocol for W N ca llecl Sen. or MA 
(8-MAC), where nodes Ar witched to the sl ep mode (turning their radio off) to save 
power when they arc not participating in transmis.'ion or reception . 
While the IEEE 802.11 standard provicles data rates of 1-54 Mbps with A rPlatively 
high power consumption, the IEEE 02.15.4 ta.ndard [19] is designed to adapt low rat 
networks with low power consumption. These networks are called Personal Area Net-
work· (PAN). The IEEE 02.15.4 standard provide data rates of 20, 40, and 250 kbp . 
Two topologies are provided by this protocol; a. centralized one called the taT topology 
and a non-centralizecl or distributed one callecl the point-to-point topology. However, both 
topologies consid r a coordinator within the network. Thi. coordinator ha~ more re-
sponsibili t ies in t he star topology where all clevict's perform their operations through this 
coordinator. On th other hand , in the point-to-point topology, devi , are mor incle-
pendent in their operations and do not rely on a coordinator. Many works have analyzed 
th performance of the IEEE 02.15.4 [20], [21]. Many other studies have been done on 
the MAC protocols of WSN under both; th contention based MAC protocols [22], [23]. 
and the contention-free based MAC protocols [24],[25]. In [22], the authors propose Rn 
Enhanc .d-Carrier Sense Multiple Access (E-CSMA) MAC protocol to improve the relia-
bility of the network a.s well as the power consumption. In [23], the authors preseut a low 
duty-rye! MAC protocol called Convergent !lAC (CMAC). The ma.in goal for CSt-.IA 
is to minimiz;e the communication between nodes while there is no t.rnJfic wi thout using 
any kind of time synchronization. In [24] the authors proposed a Time Division Multi-
ple Ace , · (TD tlA)-based 1AC protocol called Power Aware Clustered TDMA (PACT). 
This protocol minimizes power consumption by using adapted TDMA duty cycles to user 
traffic , and by using passivf' clustNing, in which not all nodes in the luster operl'lt ::~11 
the time. Inst ad, a set of the nodes in~ide the clust r is cho~en to operate at a t ime. I11 
[25], the authors presents a TDMA MAC protocol called Traffic-adaptive medium access 
protocol (TRA 1A). This protocol saves power by minimizing collisions a.nd assigning 
time slots just to the nodes which need to transmit. 
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1.6 Problem statement and Contribution. 
As prcvionsly stfl.tc:d , there is enongh jnst.iflrfl-tion for the C'Xistence of srw ial NIAC proto-
cols for WSN. How vcr, a wide variety of WS applications docs exist, wh ich ra ises t l1c 
question as to if these MAC protocols fit all WSN applications, or applicRtion-oriented 
MAC protocols Fire needed. Motivated by this discussion Find the importance of fore t 
fire det ection, thi application is studied intensively to identify it::; ::;p 'cia] characteristics, 
and its main requirement. Therefore, we made the main features of a MA protocol for 
this application as follows: 
• Power saving is critical; this is valid for most applications, but h re it is ven more 
crucial. 
• High data transport reliability is required to guarantee P lia bl fir reporting . 
• This application is tolemnt to short rlelay time since weather ol s rwttions are gen-
erally slow. 
• Simpli ity: this is required for all WS M C protocols since sensor nod s are small 
device with limi ted processing capabilities. 
• Scalability: the MAC protocols should be able to manage a large numb r of nodes 
in the network, where the surveillance a.r ,a is very large. 
• Cost: As forest fire detection i consid red as a large cale application of WSNs 
becau ·e of the large number of sen ·or nodes in this application, the ost should be 
minimizerl . 
Most of t he proposed WSN MAC protocols in the li terature do not sufricicnLly sLrcss 
the simplicity in the design. For cxampl ', Sen ·or-MAC [17] applies a sophisti ·a ted syn-
chronization me h;wism, which is quite difficul t to implemrnt in lmgc scfl-lC' nrtwork. . 
The IEEE 02.15 .4 [19] ::;tandard focuses mainly on the star topolot-,ry more than the 
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point-to-point topology. As previously mentioned, star topology requires a single device 
to coordinate t he other nodes operation. This is still hard to impl m nt in large calc 
networks. 
Clea rly, the fviAC protocol de ign in this application might benefit from the n 'Xibility 
in delay time, to support saving power and higher reliability. However. to th ' bel:lt to 
our knowl dg no application-oriented MAC protocols hav been proposed for forest fire 
detection application. 
In th is t hesis, t hree MAC protocols are proposed to fi t t he demands of forest fire 
detection application. These protocols apply different tim synchroni:tation levels; the 
first, which is called Persistent Carrier Multiple Access (P-CSMA), consid rs no time 
synchroni7.ation between nodes. The second, which is called Per Hop Synchronization 
CSMA (PHS-CSMA), considers a temporary time synchronization between nodes. Aud 
the last , which is called Sensor Time Division Multiple Access (S-TDJ\iiA) , considers a ful l 
t ime synchronization between nodes. To support scalability, the network is divided into 
clusters, where each cluster has an aggregate point called the CH, whose responsibilities 
do not exceed collecting data from other nodes in the cluster and forward it (through 
other CHl:l) to the data. sink. Limiting the privileges of CHl:l is considered to rna.inta.in the 
simplicity of our design . The power consumption and delay performan -s are evaluated 
by simulation. 
On the reliability matter, node density is studied to optimize the number of nodes 
in the network. Moreover, fault management mechanisms arc also proposed to support 
high data t ramport reliability. An analytical solution is used to evaluate th reliabil ity 
performance of the proposed protocols with and without implementing the proposed fanlt 
management mechanisms. 
The contribution of this thesis can be summarized as fo llows: 
• Forc.t fi re detection application in WSNs ii:i sLuui ·d intensively in order to highlight 
its characteristic::; a!ld maill requirements. 
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• Three MAC protocols are proposed t.o fulfill this application's requirements. The 
proposed protocols a,re studi0.d cxt0.nsivcly where different variations are compared 
to optimize the power consumption and delay time. 
• To maximize the reliability of the system: 
An analytical solution is used to optimize the node density in the network. 
Three route maintenance mechanisms a.re proposed to enhance the rcliEI bili ty 
performance. 
An analytical solu t ion is used to test the performance of the proposed mPch-
anisms in terms of the relia.bility. The results of the analytical solution are 
confirmed by a. simulation model. 
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Chapter 2 
System Model and MAC Protocols 
Design 
In this thesis, t here MAC protocols arc propo ed specially for forest fire detection. In this 
chapter, the system model and the design details of t hese protocols are presented. 
2.1 System Model 
As empha.c; ized in the introduction, forest fire detection application is one of the applica-
tions that require a large number of nodes (i .. , large scale networks). T herefore, clustered 
topology is considered in this work to support scalability to the network. A CH node 
with unlimited power resources is considered to be located at the center of the cluster. 
The cluster's size is a design factor. For this work, a cluster is considered to be a circular 
area with Ret radius. 
Sensor nodes arc as urn d to have a communication range of Rr, Find cmrcnt di ·si-
pation in the artive (tmnsmitting). active (receiving) and sleep modes of 11. , Ir and I.-. 
respectively. Each sensor node genera,tes an information mes. age every Tw;, with data 
rate .h and me::;sage length £ . 
As mentioned in the introduction, this work has a major concern about the data link 
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layer. However, minimum number of hop routing is applied in our ana lysi and pack ts 
re-routing i pos ibl in some cases. Each node is considered to have alr ady created its 
routing tables and gathered all the needecl routing information. This information contains 
• ·ode's I v I, which is the number of hops needed to reach t.h CH. 
• Node' - parents. which arc the neighbor nodes who ·c levels arc lower than the nodes 
level (i.e., th' nod s who have les::; number of hops to reach the CH). 
• ode's brothers , which are the neighbor nodes whose level is the same as the nodes 
level (i.e., th nod s who have th sam number of hops to reach the CH ). 
• odes children . which are the neighbor nodes whose levels are higher t han t he 
node' level (i.e., t he nod s who have larg r number of hops to r a.ch the CH). 
• T he addres::> of the CH. 
2.2 Persistent-CSM A (P -CSMA) 
2.2.1 B asic version 
P-CSMA is the ·irnplest MAC protocol among t he proposed protocol::>. Fip;ure 2.1 aud 
Figure 2.2 present the basic operation of thi protocol. It can be en from Figure 2.1 
that th time lin of s n or node in this proto ol is composed of wake-up int rvals (T,,.,) , 
where each 1wi contains active time period (Tac) and sleep tim period (1~t) . During Tac 
a node turns its transceiver on to r ccive po siblc transmission from other nodes. On 
the other hand , th node turns its transceiver off during 'T~1 to save power . Ba:;ically, no 
time synchroni?-ation or Flny previous coordination exists between norles. 
This proto ·ol requires a source node, which ha.s a. pack t to fo rward, to send an un-
rlestined Request To end (RTS) mPssagP (without. addressing the rcceiv r node). Awake 
parents, who receive this RTS succe::; fully, contend to respond by · nding lear To S nd 
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(CTS) m ag s back to the source nod after a random back-off (BO) tim . This BO is 
necessary to avoid any collision that could happen in case more than on parent node a.r 
awake at that time. Once the CTS is received, the packet transmission is initiated and 
all neighbor nodes go to sleep mode. A po itivc acknowledgment (ACI ) i · used to report 
a successful transmission. 
In ca. e of a ollision occurrence becans of a hidden terminal, which was in the sleep 
mode when the CTS had been sent, the who! process is rep ated after a random BO 
time. If no C'I S message is received by the source node (i .e., all parent nodes were in 
·Iecp mode wh n th RTS was sent) a RTS iss nt again after a ra.udom BO period time. 
This BO periocl should be shorter than 'l'un to guarantee that at least one of t.h parents 
is able to receive a RTS from the source node. 
Figure 2.2 shows that after a pre-defined period , which is called waiting time. i · elap · d 
with no CTS received at the source node, the ·ource nod consiciers that. all parents 
nodes are not op rating. Therefore, the ource node decides that it is disconnected from 
the network (Lolat cl), and drops all the packets in its qu ue. This node is no longer 
participating in any activities. 
The wait·inq t·ime period is a design param · ter , which should be carcfull. chosen. Thi · 
period should he long enough to avoid a wrong decision that. a noel . is i. olated. Such a 
wrong decision could be made by th node while there is an available pa.rcnt node, but 
the waiting time is shorter than what is reqnir .d to get a response from that parent. On 
th othC'!' hand waiting time should not be v ry long to avoid unnec sary extra delay 
time. Thi · extra delay is due to the uscle ·s TIT m •ssages, which ares nt when no parents 
node are :wailabl to respond. The e R T mcs ages occupy t.h hnnn I when it can b 
used for other transmissions. The optimization analysis for waiting time are presented 
later in this thesis. 
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Figure 2.1: Timeline of P-CSMA and its operation. 
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Drop the packet and mark as isolated 
Yes 
The packet is successfully sent. 
Figure 2.2: Flow chart of P-CS IA: Ba ic version. 
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Nodej 
Node i 
2.2.2 Enhanced version 
P-CSMA has a. limited reliability performance. Such a low reliahili ty comes from the fact 
that no route maintenance mechanisms are implemented in this protocol. Therefore, any 
node t hat fails to communicate with its parents stops commnnica.ting with the network 
even if it can still communicate t hrough its brothers or its children. For example in 
Figure 2.3, node n~2) ha..'> two parents, which are n\2) and ni3l. Both of these parents 
failed. Therefore, n~2) is isolated and does not send its traffic or forward other nodes' 
traffic. Clearly, this node still can send and forward packets through its brother ·n~1 l 
or its children n~l), but this needs to u. e ronte maintenance mechanisms, which are not 
implemented yet in the basic version of P-CSMA. 
* Cluster Head (CH) 
e Working node 
•.X.:• Failed node 
+-Connected link 
.__Broken link 
F igure 2.3: Example of node isolation . 
Despite being unable to perform route maintenanc , it should be emphasized that a 
node in the ba.':>ic version of this protocol is able to discover route failure and to decide 
whether or not it is isolated (d isconnected from the network). 
As a modification to support route maintenance, a no le rcspouds t.o a received RTS 
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message ba d on th level of the sender. and not based on wheth r the . ender node i 
li ted in the children list or not. Thb approach upports more flexible routing choi es for 
the source nod . However, this approach adds a small overhead to ke .p noel s upctatect 
with their neighbors' levels. This can be dou simply by including the I vel of a nodr in 
its RTS message ·. 
When a RT i • nt by a source node, awak neighbors with lower I vel which receive 
this RTS , contend to send CTS and proceed to receive the packet from the RTS's sender. 
I3nt , if CTS is not r .c~.ived during that waiting timP, the source node increasPs its levPl 
by one and restarts the process. This increase.· th probability that a neighbor nod with 
a lower level t han th sender node's level is available. For example in Figure 2.3. node 
n~, who e level 2 hru level 1 neighbor (n~2) and n~3)), level 2 neighbors (n~1 ) and n~3)) , 
and level 3 neighbor (n~1)) . When node n~2) has a packet to send or forward. it sends a 
RTS, which inch1des its level (2). Since, n~2) and ni3), whose levels are lower than 2, a.re 
dead, no response (CTR message) will be sent back. After the waiting ti·me i elapsed 
with no response, n~2) increases it level hy 1 to become 3 and r staTts th process. After 
this moclifif'ation, n~3) is able tore pond by a. CT me age, since it has a lowPr I vel thEm 
n~2) 's. Similarly, if n~3) also fails , n~2) will increase its level again to become 4 and can 
communicat throngh n~1 ) . 
Figure 2.4 shows t he ba.':iic operation of the· moclifi<'d version of P- SMA. Howev r, 
the modifi d version sti ll does not allow more t han MAX_LEVEL hops in the syst m. 
ThercforL', nod , , cau noL fix route failurl' aft •r they rl'ach t.hat MAX_LEVEL and dccid 
to stop par icipatiug in any activities (i.e .. become i ·olated). MAX_LEVEL is a de ·ign 
parRmeter and it is set to 4 in this work becau.e it guamnti 0.999 probability of noel 
connectivity in our system model. This probability is ca.lcula.ted ba ·eel on our amtlytica.l 
model , which is presented later. 
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Figure 2.4: Flow chart of P-CSMA: Enhanced ver~ ion . 
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2.3 Per Hop Synchronization-CSMA (PHS-CSMA) 
2. 3.1 Basic version 
The s cond proposed protocol is PHS-CS 1A. Figure 2.5 shows the timeline for sensor 
node in thi proto ol. Clearly, t he t imeline for t his protocol is the same as for P-C MA 
xcept tilat nodes ·cud beacon siguals to auuouuce their active mode a.t the 1 giuning of 
each Twt· Each node. hould sP.nse the ch, nne! before sending its bea on to Flvoid collisions. 
The operRtion of this protocol is as follows: once a node hRs a packet to send, it plans to 
wake up ju, t before the next parent wake-up interval. At the plannecl t ime, th node t urns 
its transceiver on and starts listening to th beacon from that par ' nt. If t he expected 
beacon is receiv d , the ·ource node assumes that this parent is available. 'lotted C MA 
i used hy the source node to send it packet. Ignoring the propagation tim , ince it is 
very mall compared to the transmission time at low data ra tes, both th source node and 
its parent nocle Fire considered to be temporarily time synchronizecl based on the received 
beacon. Dividing the active period of that parent into time slots. the sourc node send.· 
its packet at t he beginning of one of these slots. There are two main lwndit. of using 
slotted-C t-. IA. whi h are the following: 
• Reducing the probabili ty of collision in case more than one node arc interested in 
sending t heir pRcket' to the same pRrent node. T hese nodes wait for the same par-
ent ' ' beacon. After receiving that be, con, each node choo es a t ime ·lot randomly. 
T hr. onr. which has the first chosrn time slot wins t h channrl a.nd . tarts sending. 
Oth r nodes, who an hear thi transmi ion , postpone their tnm mission. to t.hf' 
next frame. However, collisions are still possible in the ca ·e of more t hen one nod 
choosing the sam time slot, or in the case that one node does not hear t he sending 
node (hidden t rminal). 
• Reducing ov r hearing (a node receiv sa packet. which is not intended for t he node). 
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T his can be explained as that for a node, if a packet is destined to it , the packet 
should be synchronized with its beacon. Thus, if it happens that a node hears a 
transmission starting at any time except at the beginning of its time slots, this node 
assumes that this transmission is not intended for it and goes to , ·leep. 
Beacon Beacon Beacon Beacon 
Receiving 
the message 
L__t__ ______ _.J__J, _______ ---l.!Httltii ----11-----.J.._.-.~_ __ 
- IT .,I IT ,t l 
r--- - IT wil -----1 
Beacon 
Time 
Beacon 
A message 
arrival 
t 
Slots 
B 
i\ck 
Receiving the 
i\ck 
Figure 2.5: Timeline of PHS-CSMA and its operation. 
Nodej 
Beacon 
Node i 
Similar to P-CS:VIA, Figure 2.6 shows that after a pre-defined period of time, which is 
called waiting time, is elapsed with no CTS received by the source node, the node considers 
that all parents nodes failed. Therefore, the source node decides that it is disconnected 
from the network (isolated), and drops all t he packets in its queue. This node does not 
participate in any further activities. 
A collision between beacons is a serious problem because such collisions happen fre-
quent.ly during every Twi· To solve this problem, a simple algorithm is appli d at the 
earliest phase of this protocol. In this phase, nodes choose their schedule (i.e., when to 
transmit a beacon during 1~,J as follows: each node has its own address or ID. Simply, if 
we have 100 nodes for example, the nodes' IDs will be 1, 2, 3, .. . , 100. For each one h p 
neighbors group, the sensor node which has the smallest ID number chooses its schedule 
randomly. Other nodes, with larger ID, wait until hearing all b aeons of other nodes that 
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Figure 2.6: F low dwrt of PHS-CSMA : Basic v rsion. 
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have smaller IDs. For each one of these nodes, the maximum delay time between the re-
ceived beacons is calculated, a.nd the beacon transmission t ime is randomly chosen around 
the middle of that maximum delay t ime. By doing so, an almost uniform distribu tion 
of bca.cons is achieved over Twi· As a. result , a. collisioiJ free beacons system is achieved. 
Figure 2.7 shows the operation of this mechanism. 
Yes 
Choose the schedule 
randomly within T w i 
Start sending 1+-beacons 
! 
c End ) 
Stop listeninsg to 
beacons 
t 
Choose the schedual randomly 
between neigbors which has 
max delay between their 
scheduals. 
No~ 
listen for beacons 
from neighbors 
Beacon is 
received 
Save the schedule 
of naighbor whose 
that beacon. 
l 
Calculate the max 
delay between 
received beacons. 
Figure 2.7: Flow chart to choose schedules in P HS-CSMA. 
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No 
2.3.2 Enhanced version 
Based on the original version of this protocol, after a predetermined waiting time with 
no received beacon , the node decides that it is isolated. As discussed before in P-CSMA, 
this approach limits the reliability of the ystem . This situation can be dealt with as in 
P-CSl\IIA. In the modified version of PHS-CSMA protocol, each node in lud s it level in 
its beFtcon. ftcr that. waiting time is elApsed , the waiting node increases its level b:v on . 
Therefon\ t h sonr e node has more A xibility to send its packet to any of it.· neighbor 
nodes a..,; long a.'::i that neighbor ha.s a lower level. Figure. 2.8 shows th ' ba.'::iic operation 
or t he modified vmsion of Lhis protocol. In tlte modified version , no lc lov<'ls !:>ti ll do not. 
xcecd MAX_LEVEL. When a node reach that limi t and detect!:> a route failure, this 
node i!::i marked as isolated. 
2.4 Sensor-TDMA (S-TDMA) 
2.4.1 Basic version 
The thi rd propo eel 1AC protocol is S-TDMA. This one is the most complex IAC pro-
tocol (in term of implementation) among the proposed protocol · b ausc it requires 
time synchronization between sensor nodes in the same cluster. l\llany protocols have 
been proposed for t ime synchronization . Bru eel on the IEEE 802.15.4 standFt.rd [19], time 
!::iynchronization can be implemented using a coordinator sensor node. 1 his coordinator 
periodically broadca t a beacon signRl to Rllow the other nodes in the In trr to ynchro-
nize themselv !::> with the network. Iu the case f multi-hop topology, which is the case in 
onr scenario, more than one coordinator can be used . Timing-synchronizRtion Protocol 
for Sensor Networks (TPSN) protocol [26] docs not consider such a coordinator, where 
time synchronization i!::i achieved by exchanging synchronization packets between neigh-
bors. A synchroni:;r,Ation packet contain. tim stamps for its ourec sensor node. Using 
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Figur 2. Flow chart of PHS- 'SMA: Enhanced vcrsi n. 
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t hese time stamps, neighbors calculate the time drift between their clocks. However, we 
assume that the implementation details of the time synchroni:6ation algorithm is out of 
the scope of this thesis, and sensor nodes are assumed to be time synchronized. 
Figure 2.9 shows the time line of sensor nod s using S-TDMA protocol. This time 
line is divided into cycles or wake up (Tw;) intervals. Since sensor nodes are required to 
be synchronized for this protocol. Twi intervals for all nodes start at. the Slune time. ~u• 
is composed of sleep time Tst and active time Tnr.· During Tst, all nodes go to sleep mode 
to save power. 'I~c is divided into N time-slots, where N is the number of nodes in the 
cluster. A node goes to active mode just in particular time slots (i.e., a node is not up all 
the t ime during Ta.,J 
According to this protocol, time-slots are distributed over the node in the clu ter, 
where each node has one time slot. This time slot is called the o·tdgoing time slot. U. ·ing 
its outgoing time slot, the node sends its messages to its parents. However, a node an 
not receive traffic during its outgoing time slot. Therefore, the node goes to the sleep 
mode in that time slot if it does not have traffic to send. On the other hand , each node 
should be awake in the outgoing time slots t ha,t are related to it c:hildren to serve their 
possible traffi c. Each node considers a certain time-slot as an incoming t ime-slot if that 
slot is an outgoing time-slot to one of its children. 
Figure 2. 10 shows t he basic operation of sensor nodes in this protocol. When a sensor 
node has a packet to forward, it chooses one of its par nts as a receiver of this packet and 
sends the packet in its outgoing time-slot. This parent has to be awake at this time- lot 
since the source node is one of its children. To confirm a succes. ful transmission , the 
source node listens to the next outgoing time-s]ot of the receiver for ontention Window 
( CW) times. If any transmission activities are detected, the source node a.s 'Urnes that th 
receiving node is operating (not failed) and that it has receivecl t he packet successfully. In 
the case where no transmission activities from the receiving node arc detected , the source 
node assumes that this parent is failed and removes it from the parents list. If there are 
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more parents left in the parents list, the source node tries with another node from the 
parents list. Ending up with an empty parents list, the source node decides that it is 
isolated and stops part icipating in any activities. A new parent can be chosen to receive 
the packet in one of two ways: 
• Randomly: this approach implies that all parents of the source node have to be 
awake all the time during its outgoing time-slot. 
• Sequent ially: this approach implies that just one parent is awake per each Twi· In 
this case, different. parents alternate in getting up in the incoming time slot. For 
0.Xampl0., if t h0. som cf' nod0 has 2 p;:.u·0.nt.s, tlwn in t he fi rst cycle (i.e . .Twi # 1) jnst 
t he fi rst parent is up and the second one is in sleep mode. Similarly, in the second 
cycle, t he second parent is up and the fi rst one sleeps. In the t hird cycle, the fi rst 
parent is up again while t he second one sleeps and so on. Based on this discussiou , 
choosing the receiving parents is basically done based on the cycle number. This 
approach is better in terms of power saving, since it reduces the number of time-slots 
during which parent nodes are awake, which saves nodes power. 
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Figure 2.9: T ime line of S-TDMA and its operation. 
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Figure 2.10: Flow cha.rt of S-T DMA: Basic version. 
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2 .4.2 Enhanced versiOn 
Based on the original version of this protocol, to end up with an empty parents list, the 
node assumes its isolation from the network. However, this limits the reliability of the 
system, since a node a.c.;sumes its isolation when it still can communicate through its other 
neighbors. This situation can be fixed as shown in Figure 2.11. After ending up with 
an empty parents list, a new node can be added to the parent list out of the brothers 
list. This can be done by sending the packet. to the brother who has the nearest outgoing 
time-slot using its outgoing time-slot. If a collision happens, the node tries with another 
brother. If no collision is detected, this brother is added to the parents list and is removed 
from brothers list. However, the isolation decision is taken when both brothers li t and 
parents list are empty. 
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Figure 2.11: Flow chart of S-TDMA: Enhanced version. 
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Chapter 3 
Reliability Analysis 
A mentioned before, reliability is an important factor in fon 's fire detection to a void fa!. C' 
fire reporting or miss fire detection . In this chapter , reliability is defined asa p rforrnance 
measuring metric. An an::dytical model is presented to evalua te t he r liabili ty for the 
propo. ·ed protocols. 
3.1 Reliability definition 
Generally t he term reliability in communication systems represents the abili ty of t he sys-
tem to transport a message from its source up to its destina t ion . In forest fi re d tection 
based on WSNs and other wireless systems, the reliability concept goes beyond just mea-
, uring t he ability of data t ransportation. It is extended to include the accuracy of the 
dat A itself, which is g nerated by the sensor nodes in t he system. Therefore, two different 
t erms of reliabili ty are commonly used in WSNs [27][14]. The first is data tm nsport r-eli-
ability, which measure the system's ability to t ransport dAta . The second is data sensing 
rcliabil·ity which meru;urcs t he accuracy of t he generated data. Data sens·ing reliability 
can be enhanced by different. ways, . uch as using high quality t ra nsducers implementing 
data aggregation, or increasing the number of sensors that monitors the sarnf' a reA spot. 
However, data sensing reliability is out of the scope of t his t hesis, while we focus on the 
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data transport reliability. For simplicity, from now on, the term reliability will stand fo r 
the data transport reliability. 
Forest fire detection requires high reliability because any fire miss-reporting could 
result in a natural disa ter. Also, false alarm warnings can waste money and effort-. 
Moreover , sensor nodes have high failure probability for this application due to t he harsh-
ness of the environment. This implies t.he necessity of implementing fault management 
methods. 
Different definitions of the reliability are propo. ,d in the literatur . The term event-
to-.-ink reliability is proposed in [28], where the reliability is defined by the number uf 
transported packets to the sink during a decision inte1·val. The authors in [27] propose a 
rlifferent reliabi lity defin ition wh ich is the probability t hat at least one operfl tiona l nocte 
in the cluster is still conuected to the sink with an operational link. Motivated by these 
definitions, we consider the reliability in this thesis as the percentage of received packets 
out of the total number of generated packets by all nodes. 
3.2 Data transport reliability of the presented MAC 
protocols 
As explained earlier, the proposed protocols have a lack in reliability performance. This 
lack may be counted for the harsh nature of the forest fire detection environment. where 
nodes may have high failure rates. Therefor , many routes could break down and at 
the worst ru;e some nodes might end up with no working route and get isolated from the 
network. In order to overcome this i su , enhanced versions of our proto ols are proposed, 
where route maintenance mechanisms are implemented to support an adaptive routing 
approach. Both, the basic and enhanced versions of each protocol are explained in the 
previous chapter (System Model and MAC Protocols Design). 
In this chapter, an fl nalytical model is developed to evaluate the reliahility performance 
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of the three MA protocols for hoth the basic and the enhBnced version. Figure 3.1 show. 
the described topology, where CHis located at the center of the cluster. The total cluster 
area T is compo d of the two ring areas B and Cplus the circle area A (i.e. , T = AUBUC). 
T contains the complete set of nodes N randomly and uniformly distributed. ote that 
the general nodes n1 and nv , where (n1, nv) E N , have communication ranges J and V, 
respectiv ly. Considering a pos ible node failur , a node i in failure state (dearf) with a 
probability P1 or in working state wit h a complementary probability ?," . Therefore. if a 
node is in working state, then it can be either isolated ( iso) or connected and reach CH 
in 1, 2, 3 or 4 hops. We call these possibilities States (S) where S = {1 , 2, 3, 4, iso, dead} . 
Her are some notations used in the rest of this chapter : 
• H : the cardinality of the set H , where H i a variable and can be any subset of N 
(i.e. , H ~ N ). 
• N x: the set of nodes located in the area x, where x is a variable and could he any 
area, (e.g., A. B or C). 
• N 5 : th s t of node in the state , where s E S. 
• N~ : the set of nodes in the area x and in the state s. 
• H: the original set of H , where H is a variable and could be any suh.-et of N (i . .. . 
H ~ N ). 'Original ' means exactly after creating the routing table and before the 
network operFltion where no nodes haw failed yf't. 
• N s.iso: a set of nodes out of N:. These nodes are not originally isolated but. become 
isolated herause of node failures. 
• 1': the complement area of x (i.e., x = T - :r). 
• f3r:,P : the binomial probability of J( successes out of M trials with p probabili ty of 
success (i.e., f3t.~ = (~;)PK (1- p)M- 1<:). 
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Figure 3.1: Cluster topology. 
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3.2.1 Enhanced version (Wit h route maintenance) 
As mentioned before, the route maintemtnce mechanisms enable nocles to find alternative 
route~ in case of route failure. This ~tatement is valid as long as there is a. connected node 
with a level l es~ than 4 in the neighborhood of the node that needs to recover from route 
failure. This means that the node can join this neighbor and reach CHin 4 hop~ or less. 
Otherwise, the node will be isolated and all of its generated packets will he lost. Going 
back to our definit ion of the reliability, which is the percentage of delivered packets out of 
the generated one. ·, it can also be represented by the percentage of connected nodes out of 
the working node since the generated traffic rates hy nodes are the same. St.::~rt.ing from 
this point to calculate the reliability, we need to calculate the number of nodes that can 
reach CHin one (N1) , two (N2), three (N3 ) and four hops (N4 ) first. T hen, t he reliability 
can be found as 
R l . b:z· _ N1 + N2 + NJ + N4 
.e za z zty - Pw X N (3.1) 
Since all nodes are uniformly distributed, t he number of node~ in a.rea.s A , B and C are 
given by 
1\ T IJ = NB 
l V T' (3.2) 
From Figure 3.1 , N1, N2 , N3 and N4 are expressed as 
(3.3) 
From (3.3), it can be shown that 
(3.4) 
N2 can be calculated as follows . In Figure 3.1 if nJ is located in the area B , then the 
probability that ni reaches CHin two hops (P28 = Pr(ni E N 2 Jn.i E N 8 )) implies that nJ 
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i not dP.ad and there is at least one conn cted node located in arei'l An J. The connected 
node has to be in A n J in order to reach CH in one hop. Thu PP an be given by 
(3.5) 
where P\ is the probability that on working node is located in the area. An J. T his node 
is definit<>ly connPcterl since it is in the communication range Rr. of CH. 1 he function 
fR(.) i.· the probability density fun tion (pdf) of the radiu., wher norles are uniformly 
randomly eli t ril utc lover the radius 0-+ 2.5Rr. Thus Px and.fH can be expr sscd as 
An.J 
P,.= P,,,-r. 
2r 
fR(r) = 2.5Rc . 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
In (3.5), th term (/30 , ) represents th probabili ty that the area An J has no connected . \ 
nodes. Since we know that n1 is already o11t of An .J, it is impossible t hat all N is inside 
An.J. Th refore, th term (f3(fp) is divided by (1-{Jtj p ). In the same P.quation, the term 
, X I X 
between brackets r ' present· the probability that at least one connect d node is located 
in the ar a An J at a. p0cific r1 while the int gration is to average that probability over 
the area B. Therefore, N2 can be easily cal ulatcd, where 2 = P{1 x N/J. 
N3 can be cal ulated by determining Nf and Nf. For Nf, in Figme 3.1 if n1 is locatE>d 
in area. B , the probl'lbility that n1 reaches CHin three hops (P:f = Pr(n1 E N 3 [n1 E N 8 )) 
implies t hat the area An.J ha ·no conr1e ted nodes and t here is at lca.t ou 'connected nod' 
which renches CH in two hops in the neighborhoorl. Therefore, the following probabilities 
arc rcquir d to 1 calculated: 
• P3.1 = P r(NtnJ = <I>): t he probability t hat the area An .J has no connected nod s. 
• P3,ll = 1- I::n uENBnJ Pr(nv rJ. N2 [NtnJ = <I> ): the probability t hat there is Fit !eRst. 
one connected node like nv which can r ach CH in two hop · giv 11 that the area 
An .J hru no connected nodes. 
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H~nce, PP can lw given hy 
where P3J and P3,n can be expressed as 
gN p. = 1 _ f O,Po 3,ff 1 _ {JN ' N,P0 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
where P0 represents the probability that <1 node like n v which is locatE.d in the area B n J 
is connected and reaches C:H in two hops given that the area A n J has no connected 
nodes. This probability can be obtained as follows: 
(3. 11) 
where e0 E {N- 1, N}, Pry is t he probability t hat a node is not dead and located in t he 
area. An] n V and .fo is t he p~f of e. P,., and f o are given by 
P, -?, AnJnv 
"~- w T ' (3. 12) 
1 
.fe = e (} ) U- L (3.13 ) 
where eu and (}L arc t he upper and lower limits of(} in the area B n J , respectively. Tltese 
limits are functions of r,. and Tj, and can be given by 
_ 1 (r] + r~- 1) 
eu =cos 0 2 X Tj X T 11 
(3.14) 
eL=2Jr-eu. (3.15 ) 
Now N:P is ready to be calcula ted, where Nf = PP x N 8 . 
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Similarly, we can find Nf. Therefore, Pf 
calculated as 
(3.16) 
Equation (3 .16) is quit similar to equation (3.8) exc~pt t hat the term Pa.r is omi tted 
since A n J = 0 . Nf is ready to be calculated, where Nf = Pf x N 8 . Aft~r fi nding NP 
and Nf, N3 can be ca.Jculated using (3.3) . 
N4 can be determined from N48 and Nf For NP , if nj in Figure 3. 1 is located in t he 
area B , the probability that nj reaches CHin four hops (PjJ = Pr(ni E N 4 lnJ E N 8 )) 
implies that t he node n1 itself can not reach CH in two or three hops and t here is at least 
one connected node which reaches CH in three hops in t he neighborhood. Therefore, the 
following probabili t ies are required : 
• PdNa = Pr(nJ tf; (N~ U N~)lnj E N 8 ) : the probability that nj can not reach CH 
v:. 23 
in 2 or 3 hops given that it is located in the ar~a B. 
• P;n = 1 - L n,.ENAnJ Pr( nv tf; N 3 IN~n.J = <T? ): the probability that there is at least 
one node like n 1, which can reach CH in three hops given that the area B n J is 
empty of N 2 nodes. 
Thus, Pjl can be exprcs ·etl a.s 
(3. 17) 
where P¢N.fJ is equal to 1 - PP - P:{l , while Pin can be obtained by 
(3.18) 
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where e1 E {0} 1 . Pinb is the probability t hat there is in the neighborhood at !eRst. one 
node like nv , which reaches CHin three hops given the number of nodes in the area An J 
( nin) and given that the area B n J is empty of N 2 nodes. T he summation in this equation 
is for averaging P;nb over nin· From Lhe definit ion given above, Pinb is expressed as 
n,n 
Pinb = L (3. 19) 
nwh= l 
where P 2 E {0} 1, Pp represents the probabi lity that there is at !eRst one connected noc!P 
that rPachcs CH in threP hops in the area An J = (B n J) U (C n J ) given nin: t he 
number of nodes in B n .J (ninli) and that the area B n J is empty of N2 nodes. The 
main summation in this equation is for averaging Pp over ninb· }):om the definition given 
above, Pp is found from 
p 1 {JUt a W't P = - O,P, (Bn J) X i->o,P, (Cn ./)' (3.20) 
that given a node is located in the area B n J and C n J , respectively; then this node 
reaches CH in three hops. P~(x), where x is a variable and could be any area in A , can 
be expressed as 
P.(:r) = Pw 11(1 -(Jc~~n~nv) X .fR(rj )Jo, rlRvdTu. (3.21 ) 
J ' 
Accordingly, N,f is ready to be calcula ted as N,f = Pl x N 8 . In order to calculate Nf, 
Pf = PT(nj E N 4 ln1 E Nc) is needed. Similarly as for Nf, Pf can be expressed as 
(3.22 ) 
'This set will contain more than one member in the next section. 
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In t.hi. equation, P¢Nf = 1- Pf , Pir1 is given by (3.18) taking into account that in (3.19), 
N.f is ready to be calculated as N.f P,f x Nc Thu .. , N '1 can be found from (3 .3) . 
Finlay, the reliability i ready to be calculated as well from (3.1) . 
3.2.2 Basic version (without route maintenance) 
Without implementing route recovery rnechani1>rns , a node becomes isolated when its 
pR.rent.s are either dead or isolated. Thus, the probability of a node being isolated is 
la rger compared with the case of implementing route maintenance m .cha.nisrns, where 
the node an use othPr neighbors to relay its traffic if a ll of its pRrents are dead. We 
need Lo ca.lculat.c the number of connected nodes to fi nd the reliabili ty as in (3 .1). The 
procedure to find t he r111mber of conn<'ct. rl nodes is a..'> follows. 
• Find fi;· where x E {A, B, C} and s E {1 , 2, 3, 4 , iso, dead}. These numbers can b ' 
found exactly with the 1>arne way as in the previous analysis considering Pw = 1. 
• Find Ne,isn, where e E { 1, 2, 3, 4}. These values have to be found sequentially starting 
from R. = 1 and ending with f = 4 becaus the probability of a onnected node in 
some level to get isolated depends on the probability of isolation and failure of its 
parent1>, which have a one degree lower level. 
Obviously, it i. · impossible for any node t hat has a direct link with the CH to become 
isolated ; it is either dead or connected. Therefore, N 1,isn = 0. 
For N2 , we need to find P2,iso which is t he probability t hat a nocle like n1 gets isola.ted 
if it originally reaches CH in two hops (i.e. , P2,i.~n = Pr·(nJ E N2,isolnj E N';)) . T his 
probabili ty can be ~xpressed as the probability that all node's parents are ei t her rlead or 
isolated and can be given by 
(3.23 ) 
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where e3 E {0, N}. N2 can be calculated as 
(3 .24) 
For N3 , P:J~so and Pfiso should !Jc ('a,lcula.tcd fir~:>t.. where P:fiso = Pr(ni E N s.isolnJ E 
i\iji) and P{i.•o = Pr(ni E Ns,isolni E ~). Pf:i .. o> is expressed as 
(3.25) 
where e4 E {0, N - 1, N}. Heading to the next step, Pfiso can be obtained by 
(3.26) 
where e5 E {0, N- 1, N}. Then, N3 can be calculated a.s 
(3.27) 
Similarly for N4 , P4~iso and .P,G 0 arf' needed , where P,Fiso = Pr(nj E N4,isolnJ E Nf) 
and PE .. o = Pr(nj E N 4,isolni E ~). Pt;,.0 can be expressed a.s 
(3.28) 
where Pf,) s givw by the same equation of Pin given by (3. 18) except that. e1 E {0, 1, N-
2, N - 1, N} , and Pinb is replaced by Pfnb> where Pfnb is similar to Pinb given by (3.19) 
except that PI> is replaced by P~, while P~ is given by 
u2 w2 
p~ = L L /3~~,(Bn.I)!J'::,~,(Cn.J ) (P}')''+w- /3f(~,(Bn./ Ji3rt'?,(cn.J)' (3.29) 
u = O w=O 
where u2 = n,.,b- l and Vl-'2 = 1'1in - ninb· Similarly, PEso can be found from 
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(3.30) 
where P!;, is similar to Pm given by (3.18) except that e1 E {0, 1, N - 2 N - 1, N} , and 
P inb is replaced by P,';,u where P;;,b is similar to P111b given by (3.19) except that 2 E {n;,J 
and Pt, is rep!l'l.ced by Pt' . where Pt' is similflr to Pt given by (3 .29) except that U2 = n ino 
Accordingly, N.1 can be determined as 
(3.31 ) 
After finding the numbers of c:onucctecl nodes with different. level , the re liability nn 
be calculated using (3.1). 
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Chapter 4 
Results 
In this chapt r nod0 den ity and the wf1i ting winclow design paramrtcrs arr discu. ·sed and 
optimized. Moreover, the proposed MAC protocols are cornpar 'd comprehensively by 
applying both regular and emergency transmission. T he performanc:e metrics considered 
arc the average power consumption per node, packet delay, and system reliability. An 
added metric is considered just in the case of emergency reporting. This metri . is called 
'event to cluster head delay'. 
As mentioned in the system model that the clusters have a circular shape. In this 
work, the cluster 's raclius (Rcl) is considered to be 2.5 km. This number is chosen based 
on the assumption that the total area of the forest under surveillance is 200 km2 . Thus, 
this area can be divided into 100 clusters with an area of 20 km2. Considering a. circular 
shape for the clusters, the radius is about 2.5 km. 
Sensor 11odes features are assumed to be similar to those of Tiny ode 5 4 sensor 
nodes [29]. For this moclel , the current dissipation values in the trrmsmitting (It), receiving(!,) 
and sleep (I.9 )rnodes arc 46 rnA, 16 rnA and 6.5 f-LA, respectively. The data rat fb is 1.2 
kbps, which is the lowest available data. rate for this model. The lowest data rak is chosen 
to support t he highest transmission distancc(Rc), which is 1 km. Each sensor node gen-
erates an information message every Twi = 30 minutes. fessage length (L) is considered 
to be 15 bytes long (i.e ., 100 ms long) , ancl the message contains informR.tion about trm-
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pera ture, humidi ty, wind speed, Cyclic Redundan y Check (CRC), s nder addre , and 
next nod address. These messages arc gcncrat d regularly and called Regular checkup. 
Emergency Reporting mode, in which a message is generated one a fir , is detected to 
report t hat cv nt, is supported by our MAC protocols and con.·idcrcd in our analysis. 
4.1 Node connectivity and node density 
As emph asized earlier , cost is a n important aspect in forest fire dct ct ion because of the 
huge area to be covered. Therefore, the number of the nodes represented by the node 
density should me minimi7.ed. However, this optimi:M1.tion prohlem is con t rAined wi th 
the condition that any node should be connected to the network (i.e .. any nod ' should 
have a t leru t one rout to t he CH) . In thi · the is the term connectivity of a nod will 
be us d to rcpr sent the number of vertex d·isjoint paths, in which that nod can reach 
the CH. In graph theory, any two paths are called vertex disjoint whPn there is no com-
mon node between them. Since nodes have dill' rent connect'ivitie.s. t hr n1 t ries can be 
used to represent the robustness of the network. T hese met rics arc t he M·inConnectivity. 
AvgConnectivity and M axConnectivity. Th Min Connectivity is the conncctivi ty of the 
nod which ha.s t he lowest connectivity arnoug all nodes in the n twork . T his figure i · 
a good indicator of the robustness but it is not th best since just on , node is used to 
find this mctri ·. However , MinConnectivity i important in choosing a minimum node 
density, which guarant ies no isolated node in the network. Such a len.-ity is found at 
Min Connectiv-ity = 1. T he second , A vgConnectiv·ity, is more meaningful in representing 
the robustness of the network since all nodes part icipate in calculating this metric. T he 
last , Ma.r.Conn ctivity, is not very usefully in t h sense tha.t it is calcuhted based on just. 
one entry, whi h is the connectivity of t he nod which has maximum councctivity among 
the n tworks. MoreovPr, there are no restriction , on the maximum numl r of paths. 
However, thi. metric ran hf' u. eel to give R h tt.er understancl ing about t he nrtwork. 
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Figure 4.1: Connectivity m odel. 
Excluding the possibility of node fflilur , MinConnectivity, AvgConnect·ivity, anrl Ma.x-
Connectivity n.rc cvnlnatcrl (by a C++ simulation) for rl iffcrcnt values of nod density. 
One simulation approach to fi nd t he onn ctivity of a certain node is to use graph the-
ory. However, for t he ·ake of simplicity, auoth r approach is u ·eel. Figure 4.1 shows thi 
approach where all the intermediate nodes, that could relay packets from the source up 
to t he CH, 1uc rlivided into Gates h11 eel on their levels. In other wordc , the intermediate 
nodes , which have the same level, comprise one Gate. The siz • of a Gate i::; t he number 
of t he no les Nc11te that comprises th is Gate. Under this vision , when a source norle sencis 
a packet, t he pack t has to pass all the gates, which have differ 'nt ·i<~cs one by on until 
reaching the CH. The packet can pass through a certain Gat using any of the nodes 
insicie t hat Gai.P. Since we have definf'd the connectivity as the number of vertex di joint 
paths, the number of paths through any Gate equal · the size of that Gate (Neate)· T he 
connectivity of a c rtain node then is the minimum gate size of all gates. 
For the presented system model and following the presented approach, Figure 4.2 
, hows MinConnectivity, AvgConnectivity, and Ma.xConnectivity at cliff rent node densi-
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ties. Clearly, at almost 5 nodejkm2 density, the Min C'onnect·ivity hit 1 conn ct.ivity. 
Therefor , this valu could be consider d as the optimum node den ity under the on-
straint thRt t here 1'\.re no isolated nodes. 
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Figure 4.2: Simulation results of the onn ctivity mod I in Figur 4. 1. 
In [30], t he Ruthor proves a relationship between the transmission range of sensor 
nodes and network connectivity. T his relationship is given by 
- ln(1 - p11") 
p7r 
(4.1) 
where p is the node density, n is t he total number of nodes in th W N (in th cluster as 
we consider cl ust r d topology), and p is the probabilit y that t he n twork is onnect d. 
For t he network . being connect ed means any two nodes can reach each other direct ly or 
with multi-hop connection. Figure 4.3 show. · this relationship. Obviously from the figur<' , 
to achieve a conn ction probability of 1 with 5 nodejkm2 node d nsity, the minimum 
communication range required is 1 km whi h is employed in our model. This confirms 
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the results in Figure 4.2. 
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Fignre 4.3: Results from eqnat.ion (4.1). 
In [31], the authors provo another relation hip. which calculate's the probability Ua) 
of a spot to be covered with at leru;t one sensor node given the nod' deusity (>.) and the 
sensing range (r5 ) . This equation is given by 
Figure 4.4 shows equation (4.2) for different values of the sensing rang Clcarl.v the 
coYerage probability is more clffected by the sensing range rather than the nod density. 
However, the coverage probability is not as criticaJ as the conn ction probabili ty. This 
can be explained as follows. If a fire is started in an area, which i, · not covered by sensor 
nocles, this fire will he clete ted after a period of Lime as t he lire moves into the coverage 
area of onr of the surronncling sensor .. T her<'forr, thr fire will he Jete t d after som 
delay. 
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Figure 4.4: Results from equation (4.2). 
4.2 Waiting window analysis 
As explained arlier in t he design of the proposed protocol ·, P -CSMA and PHS-CSMA 
have 11. design p1HRmeter called t he waiting window which is th , period of t ime during 
which the sour node keeps tryillg to transmit its packet bcfor' it give up , <.lrops oft' th ' 
packet , and considers isolation from thP network in the basic w rsion or initiates ronte 
maintenancr in the enhanced version. Cle1uly, a node can make more nt.t.rmpt.s to send 
the packet in longer value · of waiting window. This parameter is a d ' ·ign factor which 
has to he chosen carefully since small va lu of thi. parameter may lead to An unnece. sRry 
decision of isolation or r routing. Therefore, the reliability of the system i affected by 
this factor. 01 viousl ', larger values for t his pRrameter I ad to h tt.er reliabili ty since 
increasing th nnmher of trails of tran mission can reduce the probability of an incorrect 
i.'olation decisioll. However. reliabilit is not t he only factor affected by t his parameter. 
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Power consumption and packet delay are expected to vary by ch;:mging this parameter. 
Power consumption is proportiona l to waiting window since a large numb r of attempt. 
to senci the packet obviously causes more power consumption. The same t renci is also 
valid for the packet d lay as more attempts to send the packet makes the time elapsed to 
deliver the packet longer. 
4.2.1 P-CSMA 
In order to find the opt imum waiting window value, power consumption,packet delay, 
and reliability arc tested at different values of t he wait·ing window. Simulation resul ts in 
Figures 4 .. 5, 4.6, and 4.7 show that power consumption, packet delay, aud reliabili ty in 
P-CSMA increases as t lw waiting window inrrea.<;e (a .. <; expected). Clearly in Figure 4. 7, 
the relationship is not linear and after a certain value of waiting window, wh ich is 40 x T w; 
the reliability increa.-;es very slightly. This can he explained in that, a fter this value is 
reached almost no wrong decision of isolation i. · taken by node.·. 
Power consumption anci packet cielay have the same t rends as t he reliability in their 
dependence on t he wait·ing time. Figure 4.5 shows that power con umption saturates at 
waiting time of ( 40 x T,ui). Thi::; i::; due to the fact that. only the nodes which are really 
isolated need longer waiting times than t his value to transmit. Therefore, the power 
consumed by those nodes is basically consumed by isolated nodes. Sine isolated nodes 
are not incl uci .ct in t he power performance calculation , a. slight increase in the average 
power cou ·umption i exp cted flftcr this point. F igure 4.6 shows t hfl t almost uo more 
delay i::; added to t he sy::;tern performance aft •r this point. (waiting window = 40 x T,l'l) 
because any packet docs not need more waiting time than 40 x Twi to be delivered to 
the next node as long as the source node is not i::;olated. Ba::;ed on the last discussion, 
waiting window = 40 x 'l'wi is the optimum point. 
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4.2.2 PHS-CSMA 
Simila.rly as for P -CSMA, Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show that the optimum wa.it·ing 
window value for PHS-CSMA is 8 x Twi· Clearly, t he optimum wading window value for 
PHS-CSMA is much smaller t han for P-CSMA. This is clue to the higher collision n1.te in 
P-CSMA. 
4 .3 Performance comparison of the proposed MAC 
protocols 
Using computer simulation implemented in C++, the proposed MAC protocols are an-
aJyzed. The results obtained for avemge power consumpt ion per node, average packet 
delay, and system reliability versus the wake-up interval (Twi) are used to compare the 
performance of the proposed protocols. Since the active time (Tar.) and the slot time (T,,) 
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are taken to b e fixed values, t he variablf' t erm i.· the slt"ep time (1 ~1 ). Generally. thP 
minimum pow r consumpt iou (P.nin) i · achieved when node.· ju ·t wflkc up to t ra nsmit or 
rPceive a packPt and when t here is no possihi li ty for collisions and retmnsmission. Achiev-
ing this Pmm is not feasible in prfl tice. bnt it is worthy to be ca lculflted as a reference 
level. Ou t he other hand, we can a.ssume that the rna.xirnurn pow •r di~:;sipation (PrnaT) is 
npplied when nod s are a ll the t ime in active mode . 
According to t h ana lytical model wit h = 100 and P1 = 0, the numb r of nodes 
that reach CH by 4 hops ( 4 ) is fo und to be 6, while t he nodes that reach CH by 3 hops 
( 3 ) is found to be 45. Also, 2 is equal to 33 nodes, and N 1 i. equal to 15 nocles. Th 
total number of t ra.nsrnissious every 30 rniuute · is Ntr, where 
t r = N 1 + N2 X 2 + N3 X 3 + N,i X 4 = 255. 
For each transition. the time needed to transmit one informa.tion message is 'I;1159 , 
where 
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15 byte. 
Tmsg = lib = 0.1 sec. 
· 1.2 · ps 
Since the TinyNode 584 [29] model is designed to work with 2 AA n.Jka.Jine batteries, 
the operation voltage is 3 volts and the energy needed to s nd oue information mes ·age 
and to receive one information mes. age are e8 ,m .9 and er,msg r p ctiv ly, where 
P.~ .m-'fl = 'J;nsr1 X 46 mA X 3 V = 13. m.J. 
-r,msg = 1;nsg X 16 mAX 3 V = 4. mJ. 
Consequently the theoretical minimum total consumed energy (E1,m;n) by aJI node· 
during 30 minute is 
Et ,min = (es,msg + e,.,msg ) X Ntr + ((60 X 30) X N- 2 X Ntr X Tm.sg) X 6.5tLA X 3V = .117 J. 
On the other hand , the theoretical maximum total consumed energy (Et,ma:r) by all 
node· during 30 minutes is assumed when no sleep mode implemented. Control messages 
overhead is not taken into account. in thi calculation. Et,ma.r i calculated as follows : 
E, ,m, = ( e 8 ,1118.'1 + Cr,m .~.<i) X tr + ((60 X 30) X N - 2 X N,r X Tm.~.'l) X 16rnA X 3V = 8642.3J. 
Finally, thf' average minimum consumed power level per node is p,..111 , and the averagP 
maximum on. ·urn d power level per uode i Pmax· where 
Pmin = N X ~~~i: 60) = 45.09t.tW = - 13.46dBm. 
Pmm· = Et,ma.r = 45.01mW = 16. 1dBm. 
N X (30 X 60) 
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These boundarie give a rough indication about range of power consumption of l\IAC 
protocols for our system model pre ented earlier. However, in th ' calculations of the 
upper bound , collisions and retransmi, sions are not considered. 
The proposed protocols are tested and analyzed in terms of power consumption,packct 
delay. and reliability. Simulation results are used for the comparison betw ' n the proposed 
protocols. Analytical re ults are used along with simulation r ults to t st the reliability 
performance of the proposed protocols. 
Figures 4.11 4.12 and 4.13 show the average power consumption per node, average 
packet. delay, and r liability respectively, at difi"ercnt values of T:u•· In th figures, S-
TDMA can not take values less that 10 for 7~111 • This is due to th fact that each node 
in the system ha its own time slot in Tac· Th rrfore, Tac should be at lea t equa ls to 
X T.. = 100 X 0.1 = 10 S. 
In terms of power consumption , as shown in Figure 4.11, power consumption for 811 
protocols decrea cs as T:vi increase. This trend is expected as longer T.ui mean that a 
node stay, more in the sleep mode, which saves power. However , power on .. mnption 
of P-CSMA ·aturate after a certain vfllu of T:ut• which is 10 . This behavior mRy be 
explained in that for longer Tw; than 10 s, the power saved in longer sleeping time i · 
consumed with more attempts to send or forward packets. On the oth r hand, this is 
not the case in the other two protocols, wher in PHS-CSMA nodes know the schedules 
of neighbors and there is no need to k ep trying to send while the next node is in sleep 
mode. AI ' O, in TDl\IA, nodes arc fully ynchronizcd 8nd know wh n th n xt node is 
awake to receiv' traffic. T herefore, it is expected that for PHS-CSM and -TDl\IA to 
be monitirally decn•nsing versus T;,. 
Cl •a.rly, among the proposed protocob, P- SMA has the worst 1 crfonmwc' in terms 
of power consumpt ion. while S-TDMA outp rforms P-CSMA and PH -CS lA . This can 
be explained in that P-CSMA is a contention-based MAC protocol and has no type of 
time synchronization. Therefore, a node pends a longer time trying to communicate 
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with the next node before sending or forwarding a packet. Consequently, more colli ions 
in the system arc expected . Similarly, S-TDMA outperforms PH - l\ IA in terms of 
power consumption lwcause nodes in -TDMA are fully time synchronizeci and the power 
wasted trying to ommunicatc before packet t ransmission is much less t han what it is in 
the other two protocols. 
Figure 4.12 how that packet delay in all protocols increa e · a T w; increru:es. T his 
trend is expected as longer T w; makes a node waits more before it sends or forwards its 
packet to t he next nod .. T he same figure shows t hat P-CS:V'IA sti ll has the worst per-
formance b caus of ollisions. which a packet experiences t he most in P-CS fA . Despi te 
being a contention-free MAC protocol, S-TDMA does not. outperform PHS-C 1A, which 
hru the best performance in terms of packet delay. This is due to t he fa t t hAt S-TDM 
needs a longer t im to confirm a successfu l transmission . For xample in S-TD.l\1 , if 
node A ha sent a pAcket to node B, node A waits until the next t ime slot of node B and 
listens to confi rm successful tran ·mission. During t hat t ime, node A an not send t he 
packet to any other node. On t he other hancl. in PHS-CSMA . node A can assume suc-
ce . ful tra.n mi .. ion immediately after . ending t he packet by an Acknowl dgment (Ack) 
packet. T her •fore, in case of unsuccessful t ran ·mission . a packet ·an be retransmi tcd 
faster in PH -CSMA than in S-TDMA. 
In terms of r liability, Figure 4. 13 shows tha t al l the ba. ·ic v rsion of protocols have 
almost the same performance. Among th Enhanced versions, S-TDMA slight ly excels 
t he others. Thi is due to the fact that a node in the enhanced version of S-TD 1IA 
performs route maintenance regardle ·s of t he node's level. n interesting note here is 
that the reliability of the system is independent of Twi · Another interesting note is t hat 
the power performance of t he PHS-CSMA protocol did not change 1 y im1 lernenting t he 
route maintena nce nwchanism. T his can be explain d in t hat, for a node with a packet. to 
·end . every attempt it makes to -end t he packet, it wakes up for a short time to listen to it · 
parent heacon . '1 herefore, the power consumeci in this process is ver low compa.red wit h 
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that of th oth r two protocols, wher ev ry attempt means sending RT as in P-CS fA 
or even sending the complete packet as in S-T DMA . 
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Figur 4.11: Power consumption against Twi, at N = 100 Pf = 0.2. 
Figure.· 4.14, 4.15 and 4. 16 show the average power consumption p r node, average 
packet delay, anrl r liability, respe Lively, At different values of nocte faihm probabili ty 
P1. SimulRtion rmmlt.s are used to verify t.hc ann.Jyt icnl calculations of the reliability, 
and to evaluate t!te power com;ump ion and packet delay. In the analytical model. the 
communication rang R. i considered to b 1 km as indicRted in the sy tern model. 
Figure. 4.16 shows good agreement betw en the analytical and simulation results , and 
shows that the main target of applying the presented route maint. nance me hanisms is 
clliciently achieved. This claim is strongly supported by the signifi ·anL cn banccmcuL on 
the reliability performance of t he three protocols where a near unity reliability i ·achieved. 
As shown in Figures. 4.14 And 4.15, th penalty of the r liability en hancement is 
the slight increase in power consumption and packet delay. Fortunately. th -' increase in 
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power con umption a nd packet delay i limi ted , where at 0 .4 probability of node failure, 
power con umpt ion is increased by 25% , 0% and 6%. a.ml t he delay is increased by 35% , 
25% and 30% for P-CSMA, PHS-CSMA and S-TOMA, resp ectively. Also , t he increase 
in the power consumption and p acket delay is to be expected in c t h node makes more 
attempt::; to ·en 1 it::; packet and could u ·e a longer route. 
Clearly, power consumption and df'lay in the ha ic ver. ions a rc a lmost constant as Pf 
increase::; except for P-CSMA where the delay dccrea::;es as Pf increa::;es. This is due to 
the fact that a la rger P1 m eans fewer working nodes in the system and consequently less 
cha nnel contention . 
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The pre ·e ntcd protocol::; ::;upport two type· of transmissiou::; or r •port in ~. T he first 
is called regular checkup, in which each node generate a packet every certain periorl of 
time. The second is called emergency r porting, in which emergency m e ·::;age· a re j ust 
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generated in case of fire detection. To thi- point, all the presented re ult are has d on 
the regular checkup. For the sake of eompari on between the propo cd MAC protocols in 
the emergency reporting mode, the following scenario is considered . 
• Th y. tern model is the same as for regulm· checkup. when' 100 nodrs nrc uniformly 
distributed in a circular cluster with 2.5 km2 radius. 
• o regular checkup is con idered for t hese analysis (i.e., nodes do not generate a 
packet every half an hour.) 
• A fir<' occmTcucc happcus at a raudom t ime aud a raudom location in the cluster . 
• T he fire i. con. iclerPd to f'xpand with a spePd of 0 . .5 km/h [11] in the a ll dirf'ctions. 
• A node is abl ' to detect the fire if the fire is in the sen ing range of that node. 
Sensing rang is considered to be 100m [32]. 
• T he ystem stops working when the fire reaches CH. Before that, aJI nodes, for 
which the fire reaches t heir sensing range, generate an emergency message and send 
it to CH. 
• . ·odes burning is considered: when the fire reaches a node, then node burns (not 
working any more). 
For emergency repoTting, the performance measuring metrics arc con eptually slightly 
different t hau what they arc in the regular· checkup. Power 'onsurnpt.ion i::; calculated 
by averaging the powPr con umed by the participating nodes only (not all nodes in the 
cluster). 
Packet delay is calculated in the sam!:' way as in the Tegular cherkup by averaging 
the time n erlcd to transport a packet (emergency message in emergency 1·eporting mode) 
from its source up to the CH. Along with the packet delay, we present a new metric to 
measure delay performance under the emergency reporting mode only. 1 his term i: called 
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P.vent to CH delay, which represent. the averagP time needed to report a fire from the 
time of it· occurren e until the CH receives the fir t rt'port.ing message. 
In terms of reliability, the concept her , is diff rent since we are t.Ftlking about an event 
not a. mos ag , ~md this event can be detected by more than one node. Thu , an event 
can be reported by more than one message.•. Moreover. this ev 'nt i · going to be detected 
sooner or later. For example, if a tire occurred at a location where t h close. t node is 
not working, the fire expands to reach the sensing range of another node. Therefore, t he 
metric of transport reliability is not meFtningful in the emergency reporting. 
Figur 4.17 !tows tho average pow r consumption per node. If w take tho same 
number of participating nodes for the same period of t ime (e.g. 30 min), the number of 
generated me sage will be le s in the emergency reporting than in the regular checkup 
because all t h participating nodes in the rcg·ular- checkup generate packets, while in the 
emergency reporting mode, the pa.rtil'ipat ing nodes which detect the fire generate packet 
and the other nodes may participate in forwarding those packets. Therefore. it is expected 
for the power consumption to be less in the emPrgency reporting mode. S-TDMA still has 
the b st performance in power con umption, but P-CSMA come in th , e one! plRce, and 
PHS-CSMA has the worst performance. This change in the trend is due to the very light 
traffic, under which a node in P-CSMA just wakes up for Tac during T1 most of the time. 
On tho other lt a.Tl(l , under the same light traffic , a node in PHS-C 'MJ\ sends a beacon 
besides waking up for T,,c during 1j most of the t ime. 
In term of packet deJa . Figure 4.1 hows that PHS-CSMA is the fastest to transport 
emergency packets to the CH. P-CS 1 come· in the second place, whi le -TDM needs 
the longest time among the propo ed protocols. It is interesting how the trend is changed 
from that in the 1·egular- checkup, where P-T DMA had t he worst performance. This is 
again due to th t> low coll ision rate under light traffi in emergency ·repo'rfing mocle, which 
makes P-C ~ r abl to deliver the packet fast r. 
Clearly, from Figure 4.19 find Figure 4.1 , Event-CH delay is much more longer than 
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packet delay. For example, the three protocols with no failme probability ne d about 16 
minutes to report a fire , while just 10 sat maximum of t his t ime i · nc•cdccl to transport th 
packet. This : upports our assumption that. pa ket delay is not as cri tical as other aspects 
for th i application, where the observed condit ions are originally .·low and packet delay 
could b negligible compared to Event-CH delay. Figure 4.19 shows that the proposed 
protocols have close Event-CH delays. For example, at t he worst .a.c;c with 0.4 node 
failure probability, -TDMA needs 24.5 minutes to report a fire. whil<' P-C fA needs 25 
minutes, and PH -C lA needs 25.2 minntf\. This difference in Event-CH delays is due to 
the' difff'rr.nrf' in t.hC' rC'liahility of tlw protorols. Figm f' 4.16 . . hows that for the enhanced 
versions of t h ' proposed protocols. S-TDMA hru · a slight better relia l ility thall the oth 'r 
two protocols, and P -CSJ'v1A comes in the s cond place. T hus, for PHS-CSMA in ca. e of 
fire' , it's more probable in PHS-CSMJ\. than t he other protocol for t lw first emergency 
packet, which is generated by th near ·t noel , to be lost, and th fir i. reported by 
oth r node . 1 hercfore more delay is xp ctcd in PHS-CS\1A t han the other·. Similarly. 
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S-TD.MA need a shorter time to report. a fire than the others. However, th~ probability 
of the first. mcss<Lgc t.o be lost. is extremely small, which m<Lkcs the c!iffcrcncC' in Evcnt-CH 
ci~lay between t.h proposed protocols very small. 
4.4 Comparison with IEEE 802.15 .4 
To C'valuatl' t.h<' efficiency of tlw proposed prot.ocols , the IEEE 02.15.4 , tandarci i. simu-
lated using Omnct++ considering the regula.T checkup under the system moue! present d 
earlier. Figur s 4.20, 4.21, and 4.22 represent the average power consumption by node, 
average packet delay and reliability performance of the IEEE 02.15 .4 stanciard , respec-
tively. 
In t erms of pow r consumption, comparing the power con umption of th propo. eel 
protocol · in Figur 4.14 with the power consumption of the IEEE 02.15.4 in Figure 4.20, 
t he proposeci protocols show a significantly better performance, with an awrage gain in 
power saving of 14 dBm. However. this gain is at the price of high incrcflsc in the packet 
delay performance as shown in the Figures 4.15 and 4.21. For example at probability of 
failure of 0.2, t.hP IEEE 02.14.5 tandard n d around 15 m to deliver a pack t. , while. 
S-TDMA PH - MA and P-C MA need 25 s 60 and 115 s, respectively. This gain in 
power saving is due to the fact that th IEEE 02.15.4 standard cioes not implement 
sleep mode. Th refore, the power consumption of the IEEE 02.15.4 standard matches 
with upper bound , which is calculated in the section 4.3 of power consumption for l\IIAC 
protocols. Thi, a l o explains the high difference in packet delay. In terms of reliability 
as shown is the Figures 4.16 and 4.22, t he proposed protocols show a b tter performanc 
than t he IEEE standard IEEE 802.15.4, which has a best reliabi lity of 0.945, while the 
proposed proto ol achieve a reliability of a lmo t 1. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
Forest firf's are eriou natural eli ast r becausf' of t heir t hr at to public safety and 
natural resour es. Thus far , wild fire detection ystem have relied ou satellite imaging. 
The main drawback of thc.-e systems is the long delay in firer 'porting. A. a substitute to 
satellite imaging ystems, WSN-bascd fire detection supports almost real time monitoriug. 
1\Ioreovf'r, W L b11, ed systems can predict fire occurrences ba, e I on weather conditions, 
such as tempemtur£' and humidity. 
For forest fire detection application, as with many oth r applications of W ·, power 
·aving takt>s l he first priority. On the other hand , a small packet d lay i not cri ticRI sine£' 
the weather observat ion used to indicate a fire occurrence cha nges slowly. Data reliability 
is a very important factor to improve the accuracy of fire detection because any missed 
li re dctcdiou can cause a disaster . Also, fals fire reporting can cause a huge waste in 
efforts . 
In this thesis forest fire detection application of WS:'\s is studied exten ively, Rnd 
the main priorities a nd restrictions are highlighted for this application. ode d nsity is 
one of the important factors in the network design since the performance of t he system 
is influenced by this factor. Many other factors, like connectively and coverage area, 
depend directly on node density as well. Th r fore, node den:;ity is studied deeply to 
determine the opt imum node den ity in the n twork. The optimum value is considered to 
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be the lowest numb r of nodes that guarante connectivity for all node in the network. 
simula.tion model i a.pplicd to find that optimum den ity. Results show that 5 nodc/ km2 
of node density is the optimum value. 
AI. ·o, in thi thesis three MAC proto ols are proposed to sati fy t!J priorities and de-
mands of forest fire detection . Two of thP proposed protocols which are Persistent-Carrier 
ense l\lultipl Acce s (P-CSMA) and Per Hop ynchronizl'ltion- arricr <'nsc l\lultipl<' 
ccess (PH - S.t\1A) are contention-based :\lAC protocols. However. PHS-CSMA imple-
ments a temporAry time synchronization between nodes just At. th time of com munication 
between them. P- 'S 1A docs not implem nt any type of time synchronization between 
nodes. The third protocol is called Sensor-Time Division 1ultiple Ace ss (S-TD.t\1A). 
This one i. l'l t ime division multiple access bas d protocol, in which all the node in 
the cluster are completely time synchronized. In terms of implem 'nta.tion complexity, -
TDMA is the most omplex one since it need a global synchronization Among t h cluster. 
PHS-CSMA come in the second pia c, and P-CS IA is the simplest one since it docs not 
r quire time synchronization. 
The proposed MA protocols are imulated for regular chP.ckup and mergency report-
ing to corn par t heir performances adaptively with the forest fire dct, tion application. 
In the regular cherk?tp, nodes generate mes. ages periodicRlly to report th<' current. reading 
of the observed contlit ions, while iu the emer:qency reporting, a. me ·sage is generated ju:;t 
in the case of a firp being detected. Three basic metrics are u ed to compRre the proposed 
protocols. Thcs mctrics arc: Average power consum ption per node av rage packet delay 
and reliability. A metric i · added to these rnetrics just for the emer:qency r·eport·ing. This 
metric is called Event-CH delay. 
Results show Jack of data. transport reliability in these protocols, especially at high 
node fai lur probabilities. This is because of the absence of route maintenance mecha-
nisms. Therefore, route maintenance mechanism. arc proposed a.s w II at the cost of smRII 
increase in the pow r consumption and packet delay. An analyti al model is develop d to 
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evaluate the r li11bility pt>rformance. Results show 11 good agreement between RnRlytical 
result ' and simulati n results , which both show t hat a ncar unity reliabi li ty i' cchiev d 
using the propos d mechani ms with a slight increase in power consumption and delay. 
In terms of power consumption, result show tha t S-TDMA outperform · other pro-
tocols in both regular checkup and emergency r·eporting mode. Also, S-TD 1A is the 
fastest proto ol to r port a fire. a nd t he econd one in terms of packet delny under the 
regular check ·up. However as mentioned before S-T D 1A is the rno t complex among 
the present d protocols in terms of implementation. On the other hand , P-CSMA is the 
simplest protocol but has the worst power consumption and pa kct <..1 lay performance. 
PHS-CSJ\.1A ha: the hest packet delay p rformance and comes in the s cond plRce after 
-TD IA in terms of power con umption. Even though PHS-C \IA hRs the worst power 
consumptiou p •rforrnancc in emergency r-eporting, it still can be cou ·idcred better th<lll 
P-CS.t\1A in terms of power consumption. This is due to the fact that regular checkup 
i. · the normal condition which nodes operate all the t ime while eme1~1Jency reporting i , 
an exceptional event. However, PH -CSl\IA still needs more complex implementation 
than P-C ' I , and needs takes longer time to report a fi re than P- S 11A. In term. of 
reliability, all the proposed protocol · have almost the same perforrnauce. 
Comparing th proposed protocols with the IEEE 802.15.4 stRnclard. a significant 
enhancement is achicvc<..l in terms of the power consumption. This pric' paid for t his gain 
is the longer data transport delay. 
Therefore w can conclude that there i no superior protocol which outp rforms others 
in terms of pow r consumption , packet delay, Event-CH delay reliability and complexity. 
However, a t radf'-oll doe. exist. 
Future work ·hould be considered as follows: 
• Extend the proposed protocols to include communications between cluster heRds 11 p 
to the sink . 
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• Extend t he analytical model to mea ure the power consumpt ion ru1d delay. 
• Study t he performance of the proposed protocols in terms of different aspects li ke 
power consumpt ion fairness and scalability. 
• Extend the reliability analysis to includf' t he sensing data reliabili ty along wit h the 
data transport reliabili ty. 
• Enhance t he reliability performance by taking advantage of th ssent iallocalizat.ion 
fca.Lur . T his can be done by confi rming a f1re occurrence by t he readings of more 
t han one node which arc located close to t he fi.rc. 
• Ext nd t h analysis to includ different. types of node fa ilure other than the random 
fa ilures, su h as a group of neighbor node· fail at once. 
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Appendix 
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TinyNode 584 Embedded Wireless Network Node 
The TinyNode 584 is an ultra-low power OEM module that provides a simple 
and reliable way to add wireless communication to sensors, actuators, and 
controllers. TinyNode 584 is optimized to run TinyOS and packaged as a 
complete wireless subsystem with 19 configurable 1/0 pins offering up to 
6 analog inputs, up to 2 analog outputs as well as serial interface. 
KEY FEATURES 
• Ultra Low Power 3 V design: > 5 years battery 
life on 2/3AA Lithium batteries (using sleep 
modes) 
• Easy to integrate with a wide variety of sensors 
and actuators 
• 8MHz Texas Instruments MSP430 
microcontroller 
• 868 MHz Xemics XE1205 ultra-low power 
multi channel wireless transceiver 
• On-board temperature sensor 
• Small : 30x40 mm 
DRAWINGS 
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shockf1sh I 
Dimensions and 
connector position , 
view from above 
(the connector is 
behind the printed 
circuit board . 
Software adjustable for long range low bandwidth 
or short range high bandwidth connections 
• High sensitivity (down to -121 dBm) RF receiver 
• Transmitter output power up to +12 dBm 
• 30 pin Molex 52465-3071 board-to-board 
connector 
• On-board 1/4 wave wire antenna, footprint for SMA 
and MMCX connector, footprint for MMBX board-
to-board connector (MMBX-S50-0-1 ) 
• Analog, digital and serial interfaces 
• Fast wakeup from sleep (<61JS) 
• Out-of-the-box TinyOS support: mesh networking 
and communication implementation 
Pinout K2 
Molex 52465-3071 
TINYOS 
A small, open source, energy efficient, software 
operating system developed by UC Berkeley, 
TinyOS supports large scale, self-configuring 
sensor networks. The source code and software 
development tools are publicly available at: 
http ://webs. cs . berkeley .edu/tos 
Fact Sheet 
TinyNode 584 Embedded Wireless Network Node 
INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS 
Analog inputs/outputs Six 0 to 2.5 V 12-bit analog inputs 
Two 0 to 2.5 V 12-bit analog outputs 
Digital inputs/outputs 
Serial port 
max. 19 digital i/O, LVTTL {3 V) 
[z) bps UART, LVTTL {3V) signaling 
SPI interface 
Hardware Interface Molex 52465-3071 
CPU PERFORMANCE 
Bus speed 
Maximum 
Standard 
RAM 
Program Space 
External Flash 
8 MHz 
4MHz 
10K bytes 
48K bytes 
512K bytes 
Configuration Flash 256 bytes 
Flash reprogramming cycles >100'000 
RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Parameter Maximum 
Digital input/output current 
Output source 
Output sink 
Total output 
Analog input 
Input MUX ON resistance 
Input capacitance 
Load current on Vref 
Analog output 
Max load capacitance 
Max load current 
6mA 
6mA 
6mA 
2 kO 
40 pF 
1 mA 
100 pF 
1 mA 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Parameter 
Supply voltage 
VBA T {VCC = VBA T) 
during flash memory programming 
VSUP {VCC = 2.8 V) 
Voltage on any pin 
Storage temperature 
Operating ambient temperature 
shockf1sh I 
Min 
2.4 
2.7 
2.9 
-0.3 
-40 
-40 
0 2005 All trlldemari<s shown are the property of their respecbve owners. SH-TN584-103 
WIRELESS SPECIFICATIONS 
Operating frequency 
RF output power 
Data rate 
Receiver sensitivity 
@ 1.2 kbps 
@ 76.8 kbps 
@ 152.3 kbps 
868-870 MHz 
2-10 channels 
0 to +1 2 dBm 
1.2-152.3 kbps 
-121 dBm 
-104 dBm 
-101 dBm 
Range @ 76.8 kbps 
Outdoor (1m elevation) 
Indoor 
200m {+5 dBm) 
40 m {+5 dBm) 
Current consumption 
Transmit @ +5 dBm 
Receive 
Sleep 
33mA 
14 mA 
< 11JA 
TOTAL CURRENT CONSUMPTION 
State 
Sleep, Timer off 
Sleep, Timer on 
~C only{@ 4 MHz) 
Receive {inc. ~C) 
Transmit (inc. ~C) 
OdBm/1mW 
10dBm/10mW 
12dBm/16mW 
Max 
3.6 
3.6 
5.5 
VCC+0.3 
+85 
+85 
mA 
0.004 
0.007 
2 
16 
25 
46 
62 
Units 
v 
v 
v 
v 
·c 
·c 
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